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ABSTRACT

Embodied virtual reality faithfully renders users’ movements
onto an avatar in a virtual 3D environment, supporting nuanced nonverbal behavior alongside verbal communication.
To investigate communication behavior within this medium,
we had 30 dyads complete two tasks using a shared visual
workspace: negotiating an apartment layout and placing model
furniture on an apartment floor plan. Dyads completed both
tasks under three different conditions: face-to-face, embodied
VR with visible full-body avatars, and no embodiment VR,
where the participants shared a virtual space, but had no visible
avatars. Both subjective measures of users’ experiences and
detailed annotations of verbal and nonverbal behavior are used
to understand how the media impact communication behavior.
Embodied VR provides a high level of social presence with
conversation patterns that are very similar to face-to-face interaction. In contrast, providing only the shared environment was
generally found to be lonely and appears to lead to degraded
communication.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern communication is frequently mediated by technology. Each technology offers its own set of affordances [12],
and yet it is difficult to match the immediacy and richness
offered through the multimodality of face-to-face communication – so much so that the Department of Energy estimates
that roughly eight percent of US energy is used to support
passenger transport to enable face-to-face communication [1].
This work explores how embodied virtual reality (VR) can
support communication around a spatial task. Embodied virtual reality means that a person’s movements are tracked and
then used to drive an avatar in a shared virtual world. Using
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a head mounted display (HMD), participants view the world
through the avatar’s eyes, and the avatar’s movements reflect
those of their own body, effectively embodying them in the
virtual world. This technology allows people to interact in a
shared, 3D environment and employ both verbal and nonverbal
communication. In this work, we use marker-based, optical
motion capture to track participants and render their bodies
as simple 3D meshes in the environment, with an eyebrow
ridge and nose, but no other facial features or facial animation
(Fig. 1-C).Such an embodiment supports manual gesture, locomotion and verbal dialog, but limited hand movement and
no facial expressions.
To understand how such a representation (embodVR) performs
as a communication tool, we compare it to two other conditions. The first is the gold standard: face-to-face communication (F2F). The second is a variant of VR in which both participants can see the same shared environment, but their avatars
are not visible to themselves or each other (no_embodVR)
(One task provided a representation of participant’s own hands
to facilitate object interaction). Employing a within-subject
design, 30 dyads interacted with each other in each of the three
conditions, performing two tasks in each. They were told to
role-play being new roommates, and in the first task, they were
given a floor plan of their new apartment and had to agree on
which rooms should be used for the living room, dining room
and each of their bedrooms. In the second task, they had to
agree on a furniture arrangement by placing representative
furniture on the floor plan. These tasks offer an appropriate
test bed for interactions in which people must work with a
shared visual representation. The first task does not require
manipulation of the environment and the second does.
The technologies were evaluated based on both participants’
subjective impressions and a detailed analysis of their actual
verbal and nonverbal communication behavior. We expected to
see three distinct levels of performance, where F2F performs
best, followed by embodVR and then no_embodVR. This
echoes earlier work comparing face-to-face, audio/video, and
audio-only communication. Instead, we found very similar
behavior between F2F and embodVR, but a marked drop off
for no_embodVR. Recordings (real and virtual) of the apartment layout task were annotated for both verbal and nonverbal
behavior. For most factors, there was no significant difference
between F2F and embodVR, with often a significant drop off
for no_embodVR. This suggests that participants employed
similar communication patterns in F2F and embodied virtual
reality. Subjective measures provide insight into the “felt experience" of using the technology. On most, but not all, measures

